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Introduction and Background 

 

kgb („knowledge generation bureau‟) is a privately held, New York-based company and the world's largest 

independent provider of directory assistance and enhanced information services. kgb has built some of the 

most successful brands in the telecommunications, customer care and enhanced information services 

sectors. 

 

In 2002, kgb (then known as InfoNXX) established 118 118 (The Number UK - TNUK) which soon became 

the largest and most well-known provider of directory services in the UK.  Last year, it handled over 30 

million calls, providing both core directory services and a range of enhanced offer, advertising and other 

information services. 

 

kgb has also pioneered the provision of a broad range of wholesale and retail information services beyond 

traditional directory assistance services and in 2010 launched kgbdeals.com.    

 

As the market leader in the UK DQ industry, TNUK has a significant interest in PPP‟s Code Review, 

particularly as it relates to the changes which will be necessary in order to implement unbundling of calls to 

DQ services.  Whilst we do not believe that very significant changes will be required to the Code, we do 

think that the necessary changes will be greater than PPP currently appears to envisage.  This is due to the 

fundamental changes which unbundling will make to the way in which PRS call charges are advertised to 

consumers.   

 

On a separate matter, TNUK continues to have concerns about the very narrow interpretation of “polluter 

pays” which PPP continues to insist on adopting.  As we have previously noted, the DQ industry (and 

TNUK in particular) contribute very significantly to funding PPP‟s budget, owing to the flat rate levy funding 

model employed.  Yet very little of PPP‟s activity relates directly to the DQ industry, which exhibits very low 

levels of harm. The result is that the DQ industry very significantly over contributes to PPP funding, where 

as other “polluters” who generate and benefit from a much greater proportion of PPP‟s work pay 

considerably less. 

 

As many of the points contained in the consultation do not directly impact TNUK, our response is limited to 

the points of particular interest and concern to us. 

    

Spending Caps 

 

Existing PPP Approach 

 

Before considering the policy issues themselves, it is first necessary to highlight PPP‟s historically 

somewhat inconsistent approach to spending caps in order to seek clarification on its proposed approach. 

 

In this consultation, PPP focuses primarily on the service charge caps contained within Rules 2.3.12(a) and 

(b) which relate to sexual entertainment services and services which are particularly attractive to children 

and also mentions Rule 2.3.12(c) which relates to virtual chat services.   
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However, PPP only refers very briefly to the fact that spending caps are also contained within several of the 

prior permission notices, which should be just as important a part of any overarching review of the merits of 

spending caps, as the provisions in the Code.  It‟s also worth noting that the spending caps contained 

within the prior permission notices to some extent overlap with and contradict the spending caps contained 

within the Code.  Indeed, in one instance, the spending cap requirements even within one of the prior 

permission notices are self-contradictory. 

 

It is unclear what the benefit may be of treating spending caps in these two quite separate ways and TNUK 

would welcome PPP‟s clarification and explanation on that point.  We believe that PPP should consider 

adopting a more consistent approach.  In any case, whatever PPP‟s underlying regulatory basis for the 

different spending caps may be, it is clear that they will be impacted by the Ofcom NGCS review in exactly 

the same manner.  Therefore, PPP should consider the issues in the round in order to ensure a consistent 

outcome. 

 

Impact of the Ofcom NGCS Review 

 

TNUK believes that PPP should take the opportunity afforded by the NGCS review to re-evaluate fully its 

approach to spending caps and consider to what extent they are still valid and required.  We welcome 

PPP‟s suggestion that it will do so. 

 

The most obvious question for PPP to consider is how its proposed spending caps relate to the service 

charge caps which Ofcom has imposed and whether the PPP caps risk undermining (or even contradicting) 

Ofcom‟s approach. 

 

PPP will be aware that during the NGCS Review, Ofcom spent significant time and effort considering the 

level of service charge caps.  Although for 08 number ranges, it is intending effectively to map across the 

existing limits contained in the National Numbering Plan, it has given much more detailed thought to the 

caps which might be imposed on the 09 and 118 number ranges.  That analysis was contained primarily 

within its consultation of 25 July 2012, „Service Charge Caps for 09 and 118 Services‟ and its „Simplifying 

Non-Geographic Numbers policy position‟ of 15 April 2013. 

 

PPP explains that its “overriding priority is to protect consumers and we will make decisions on spending 

caps based on that priority”.  Its principal concern is to protect consumers from unintentionally incurring 

high bills, which may lead to „bill shock‟.  Although Ofcom‟s analysis was somewhat broader, the protection 

from bill shock was a major factor in its deliberations and indeed, it was one of its defined assessment 

criteria. 

 

Having considered all of the issues related to bill shock, Ofcom decided to increase the 09 service charge 

cap to £3 + VAT and not to impose any cap on 118 service charges.  Furthermore, it also considered that 

no additional consumer protection measures were required despite its decision not to impose a cap on 118 

service charges. 

 

Although (as we outlined above) PPP has imposed spending caps according to a variety of different 

criteria, Ofcom‟s analysis and decisions in the NGCS review are particularly relevant to any consideration 

of the need for caps based purely on the per minute cost of the service.  As PPP has imposed spending 
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caps for services costing £1.28 + VAT and 85p + VAT, it is critical that the continuing need for those caps 

(at the same or a slightly different level) is judged in the light of Ofcom‟s analysis and conclusions regarding 

the need to protect consumers from bill shock. 

 

To be clear, Ofcom concluded that it could raise the 09 service charge cap to £3 + VAT and not impose a 

118 service charge cap, without a risk of consumer harm (particularly bill shock) occurring.  It said that it 

would keep the matter under review and that if evidence of consumer harm began to arise it would take any 

further action that was warranted and that the imposition of pre-call announcements was its preferred 

option. 

 

In that context, TNUK does not believe that there is any justification for PPP imposing separate and 

additional consumer protection measures, beyond that which Ofcom has already imposed or is 

contemplating for the future.  Not merely is there no evidence to support the need for any additional 

measures, but they risk actively undermining and contradicting the approach which Ofcom has decided to 

take. 

 

Specifically, where Ofcom has set a service charge cap (or no cap), it has made that decision on the basis 

of the costs which may be incurred throughout the call.  The imposition of a „total call cost‟ spending cap is 

a fundamentally different approach to consumer protection which Ofcom did not choose to adopt.  The 

obvious risk is that where Ofcom has intentionally allowed per minute call charges to rise, the effect of a 

PPP spending cap would be that the calls had to be forcibly terminated after a relatively short period of 

time.  Not only did Ofcom never intend that to happen, but it is clearly not in the interests of consumers for 

their calls to be terminated in this way. 

 

We recognise the implication of the wording in para 2.6 that PPP is considering increasing the level of the 

spending caps, which is clearly the minimum requirement in view of Ofcom‟s decision to allow service 

charges to rise.  However, we believe that such an increase does not go far enough because any form of 

spending cap runs contrary to the approach which Ofcom has adopted (at least where it is imposed purely 

on the basis of the per minute cost of the call). 

 

TNUK believes that there are many issues associated with the imposition of spending caps which require 

forced termination of the call in question.  Most obviously, PPP needs to consider whether forced 

termination of the call (without warning) is always in the best interests of consumers.  This may particularly 

be an issue where the customer will have spent a certain amount of (time) money on the call which cannot 

be recovered and may therefore be wasted if the call is forcibly terminated eg if the caller has been waiting 

in a queue. 

 

TNUK notes that PPP is commissioning consumer research to underpin its analysis of spending caps and 

we hope that research will consider this point and ask whether consumers want their calls to be forcibly 

terminated.  There are clearly significant issues at stake with spending caps and forced release.  We 

believe there is substantial doubt as to whether they are effective consumer protection measures which 

consumers would support, rather than being somewhat blunt regulatory interventions.        

 

TNUK also notes that this research will form a part of a “review” and “analysis” of spending caps which 

PPP will be conducting, although it is not clear what the nature of that process will be and whether it will 
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involve public consultation.  We very much hope that we will have a further opportunity to input into it and to 

outline in greater detail our views on the merits (or otherwise) of spending caps, in terms of both the criteria 

used and the level at which they may be imposed.  

 

TNUK strongly believes that the issues connected with spending caps are of greater importance than PPP 

appears to acknowledge.  Whilst we note that they have been in place for some time, the introduction of 

unbundling and the increase in PRS service charges mark a significant change which PPP must fully 

analyse when making policy in this area and allow stakeholders to comment upon. 

 

What is the cost? 

 

PPP states that “we do not believe that the introduction of the unbundled tariff impacts on the current Code” 

Although TNUK agrees that the impacts (and resulting changes to the Code) need not be significant, we do 

think that there are some changes that need to be made, most significantly regarding the description of 

cost. 

 

As PPP mentions, the current Code refers only to the need for PRS providers to detail the “cost” of the 

service prior to the point of purchase and “cost” is not defined within the Code.  (TNUK believes that this is 

a significant enduring failure.)  PPP further states its belief that changes being introduced as part of the 

unbundling regime would be better reflected in its Guidance on promotions and promotional material.  

TNUK does not agree that this would be the optimum approach. 

 

PPP must surely be aware that under the current system, the most fundamental problem of lack of clarity of 

PRS call charges relates to the distinction between BT call charges and those of other networks.  For many 

years, the default assumption has been that references in the Code to the “cost” of voice PRS equates to 

cost from a BT landline (even though that is not actually specified anywhere).   

 

The resulting reality is that consumers are given no meaningful information about the cost of voice PRS 

other than from a BT landline, most obviously from mobile phones.  This is despite the fact that (i) the costs 

from mobile networks are considerably higher than from a BT landline and (ii) well over half of all voice 

calls are not made from BT landlines.  Assuming that mobile/BT split on PRS call volumes broadly reflects 

the split of total call volumes, this means that most consumers are not given any meaningful information 

about the cost of the PRS call, a problem which is significantly exacerbated by the fact that those calls will 

be costing considerably more than the only cost which is advertised.  This is very considerable failure of the 

current regulatory regime. 

 

Another obvious example of this failure is the same spending caps referred to above.  That is, nowhere is it 

specified whether those spending caps refer to BT landline pricing or other network pricing, which will be 

considerably different.  Although in the absence of any other information, it is again generally assumed that 

it refers to BT landline pricing, this is pure conjecture without any evidential basis, let alone consumer 

awareness. 

 

In any case, the effect once again is that consumers will, at best, be unaware and at worse misled by the 

spending caps which are in place, particularly because service providers themselves may adopt different 
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interpretations, so there will be no consistency.  Arguably, they will not have the protection which PPP 

intended, depending on exactly how PPP intended that the spending caps operate in these circumstances.   

 

TNUK has argued above that the spending caps should be removed (at least in so far as they are based 

purely on the cost of the call).  But for as long as they exist, they represent a pointed reminder of the failure 

of the current regime.  How can a cap based on a retail call cost of £1.28 or 85p have any relevance to a 

wholesale service provider whose service is charged at different rates by every operator.  It is simply 

meaningless.             

 

Whilst these failures are not in any way the fault of PPP, TNUK believes that PPP has done little to try and 

overcome it.  By referring only to “cost” in the Code (and not even acknowledging the BT/non-BT 

distinction) PPP has perpetuated the ambiguity and confusion.  Furthermore, the current Guidance on 

promotions and promotional material (where PPP now says the issue should be addressed) makes only 

very brief mention of it and gives no meaningful or helpful guidance as to how it should be overcome.  The 

failure which already exists is therefore made worse, or certainly not improved, by PPP‟s intervention.  Of 

course, this failure was recognised by Ofcom and it was a large part of the reason for the introduction of 

unbundling, which will provide a much clearer pricing structure.  

  

TNUK assumes that under unbundling, the service providers‟ current obligation to inform customers of the 

“cost” will transfer into an obligation to inform customers of the service charge.  (This appears to be the 

working assumption of industry and makes logical sense because the access charges will vary and the 

service providers will not necessarily even know what they are, let alone be responsible for them.)  

However, informing customers of part of the retail cost of a call is clearly very different to informing 

customers of the total retail cost of the call as happens (in theory at least) under the current system.   

 

The manner in which customers are informed (in order to ensure that they understand that they are only 

being given information about the service charge) is an important issue which needs to be properly 

considered by PPP.  TNUK is not yet reassured that PPP is giving these issues sufficient thought in order 

to ensure that consumers are fully informed. 

 

More broadly, TNUK believes that it is critical that PPP follow Ofcom‟s lead by doing everything possible to 

highlight and promote the clearer form of pricing which unbundling will bring.  That means it should be 

placed very clearly in the Code, rather than in the non-binding Guidance, for which there seems to be no 

justification. 

 

Even if it is included in the Guidance, rather than the Code, PPP must make much greater effort than is the 

case with the current Guidance to stress its importance.  TNUK is concerned at the very limited 

consideration given to the issue in this consultation (just a couple of lines), which strongly suggests that 

PPP does not consider the issue to very important or worth serious consideration. 

 

Unbundling is an entirely new concept to consumers, which will not immediately be readily understood.  

PPP will be aware that Ofcom is planning a major communications campaign to help familiarise consumers 

with it and aid their understanding.  PPP must assist that process, by ensuring that the provisions of the 

Code guarantee that clear information is given and unbundling is brought to life. 
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If consumers do not understand the distinction between service charges and access charges, unbundling 

will not succeed.  It is critical that PPP is able to improve on the meaningless generic pricing message that 

“other networks may vary” which consumers have endured for so long.  It must not simply accept that the 

current limited understanding of prices is sufficient and that only minor process changes are required. 

 

TNUK would stress again that the clearer pricing structure brought about by unbundling was of the most 

fundamental importance to Ofcom‟s decisions in the NGCS review and it is therefore critical that PPP play 

its part in ensuring it is effective.   

 

Polluter Pays 

 

TNUK welcomes PPP‟s renewed commitment to the principle of “polluter pays”, but we continue to be 

dismayed by PPP‟s very narrow interpretation and implementation of that principle. 

 

For the sake clarity, we can confirm that we support the limited proposals which PPP is making in this 

regard.  Of course, it is must ensure that “rogue providers do not benefit from serious breaches of the 

code”, that sanctions are used appropriately in support and that the full cost of oral hearings before the 

Independent Appeals Board are paid by Providers who breach the Code. 

 

However, TNUK believes strongly that the application of the „polluter pays‟ principle should not be limited 

solely to those who are found to be in breach of the Code, because that represents only a very limited part 

of PPP‟s overall workload and therefore, relevant costs.   

 

Self-evidently, providers who are actually in breach of the Code are not the only ones who cause PPP to 

undertake work and utilise resources, which is why the levy is applied to everyone.  It is therefore only 

logical that the application of the levy should reflect the amount of work which providers cause PPP to 

undertake.  But as it is not practical to do this on an individual provider basis, it should be done collectively 

according to provider service type.   

 

PPP last considered the funding model for the levy as part of its Business Plan and Budget 2013/14.  In 

response to that consultation, TNUK outlined why PPP‟s presentation of the issues was extremely biased 

and disingenuous.  By focussing on the cost of a funding review (which PPP erroneously said would have 

to be undertaken) it was attempting to engender as much opposition to the proposal as possible.   

 

It ignored the fact that a funding review had actually already been completed by KPMG, which had made 

clear recommendations that PPP simply chose (without justification) not to implement.  TNUK outlined 

those recommendations in some detail and explained that it was perfectly possible to implement them 

without incurring any additional expenditure in undertaking yet another funding review.  Indeed, far from 

incurring additional expenditure, PPP has wasted entirely the money spent on the KPMG review, by 

ignoring its recommendations. 

 

Regrettably, in its subsequent response to the consultation, PPP was equally disingenuous.  Its reasoning 

for not making changes to the funding model appears to be based on the fact that there is no “agreement” 

or “consensus” for change which may be “rejected by respondents”.  This is a bizarre response and 

justification for a regulator not to take action.   
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Clearly, it is not the role of a regulator to act only where it has the unanimous consent of the 

industry/vested interests which it regulates, or it would be an entirely ineffective regulator.  Its role is to act 

in the interests of consumers and in a fair and equitable manner.  When considering changes to a funding 

model, it is always inevitable that there will be no consensus for change, because some providers will be 

worse off as a result.  But that is not a reason not to do it, if it is the fair and equitable position to adopt. 

 

PPP‟s position is even more bizarre because there is no “agreement” or “consensus” regarding the current 

funding model either.  TNUK is aware that a number of providers have complained that they are 

contributing disproportionately to PPP‟s costs.  PPP is therefore preferring one model on which there is no 

consensus over another, without any objective justification.  As there is not (and never will be) complete 

agreement to any funding model, the correct way for PPP to proceed is to impose the fairest model 

available.  In determining what that might be, the conclusions and recommendations of the KPMG review, 

which it commissioned, would be a good place to start. 

 

Unfortunately, in response to the Business Plan and Budget consultation, PPP pointedly chose not to 

comment on any of the specific KPMG recommendations which TNUK had highlighted that it had 

previously ignored.  Rather PPP simply made the broad statement that:- 

 

“With respect to alternative funding models, whilst it is noted that KPMG did outline various 

alternative options, none were clearly recommended as alternatives to a model which they 

endorsed” 

 

This is simply a factually incorrect statement, for which there is no excuse.  In fact, under the heading 

„Recommendations‟ the KPMG Report says:- 

 

“The key elements of Phase 2 recommendations include:- 

 ……. 

 Revising levy calculations to more closely reflect the costs and benefits of Strategy and 

Policy work and the differences in the risk profile of certain services based on their track 

record or potential to generate consumer harm.  After £150,000 of implementation and 

operation costs, the net benefit of this option is approximately £360,000 over FY10-FY13. 

 

A revised levy framework should be set as follows: 

 ……. 

 ……. 

 Vary the levy between a small number of service segments which each display different 

risk characteristics (such as “high” or “low” risk in the first instance)” 

 

It is impossible to see how KPMG could possibly have been any clearer in recommending to PPP that this 

change should be made. It is remarkable that PPP continues to deny this very obvious fact, by pretending 

that KPMG did not recommend any changes. 

 

It is time now for PPP to recognise that the current funding model needs to be reformed (as recommended 

by the independent expert report which it commissioned) in order to introduce a fairer and more equitable 

system.  PPP must stop ignoring and misrepresenting KPMG‟s report and relying on the fact that some 
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large mobile operators would rather not pay their fair share of PPP‟s costs, as its justification for 

maintaining an unfair and discriminatory levy. 

 

If „polluter pays‟ is to be meaningful, it must be extended beyond the very narrow boundaries of providers 

who have been found to be in breach of the Code, which will only ever make a marginal contribution 

towards PPP total budget.  All providers must pay their fair share and PPP should not be encumbered in 

making changes by the way that it has previously been done and some providers self-interested resistance 

to change.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All queries in relation to this response should be to Simon Grossman, Director of Government, Regulatory & Business 

Affairs, The Number, Whitfield Court, 30-32 Whitfield Street, London W1T 2RG – simon.grossman@118118.com – 

07971 050 001 


